The John Project

Who was John?
A kind and quiet husband, brother inlaw and uncle whose life was tragically
taken by his own hands on the 29th
December 2008. John met his soulmate
on the 12th February 1997 and they
wedded on the 31st October 1997. His
wife, Deborough Wickens - my aunt,
has often described his principles of
being close to family, which to my very
vague and limited memories I can
definitely confirm this value of John’s.
He was a busy nurse working in the
NHS and caring for the vulnerable,
however he could not help himself from
his own demons. It was on the morning
of the 29th of December in 2008 when
John took his own life by jumping on the
Stratford Underground station rails. His
departure was sudden and devastating
and completely shattered the
foundations to a closely knitted small
family.

Importance of his story
I think John’s story is incredibly
important in raising awareness in
mental health struggles that are too
often fought behind closed doors or
ignored. John could still be here with us
today if his case was treated with more
seriousness, unfortunately this was not
the outcome. Thankfully, in the present
day the treatment of mental illnesses is
taken more seriously.
I would like to base my project on my
uncle to uncover more about his life
experiences and his fight with his
demons. John passed away when I was
only 5 and when my brother was only 6
and so this project will help me to
understand the uncle I longed to spend
more time with. My memories with John
are not strong since I was very young
when he died, but by uncovering John’s
story and the memories I have lost of
him I hope to know him better whilst
creating awareness on mental health.

John
06/07/1962 - 29/12/2008

Vivian Uria- Flashes of Memory: Photography During the Holocaust
In these images US Signal Corps troops asked
liberated inmates at Dachau concentration camp
to reenact their experiences for photos. There are
also photos of Nazi officers on duty and antisemitism photos.The purpose of making these
images was to re-educate the German population.
Recently these images have been gathered in an
Exhibition to show what Jewish people endured
during the Holocaust, the collection even includes
some original photos. The collection was largely
gathered by Yad Vasham. This exhibition serves a
great reminder of memory and it inspires me to
explore on the theme of life and death and
memory through the use of photos associated with
a group or individual to remember them.

Gyula Paula
This is a memorial dedicated to the Jewish people who lost their lives
by the Arrow Cross, the jews were ordered to stand on the edge of
the bank and were shot dead where there bodies were lost to the
water. It was originally thought out by the film director Can Togay in
which the sculpture Paula carried out on Danube Bank. This is an
example of a still life as it does not include human life. I think I would
like to take this idea along with the Flashes of Memory to create still
lifes that include traditional objects and more modern objects like
photographs. I think by doing this I will b able to tell the viewer a story
better than with just objects alone.

In this set of still life photos I have
used different perspectives to
create an interesting set of photos
from a single item. I have used
artificial lighting to create different
atmospheres, I found that using a
darker background created a more
somber emotion on the viewer.
This helped to portray the idea of
loss. In contrast, a lighter
background helped to invoke the
idea of reminiscence and
reflection. It helped to create a
more peaceful atmosphere which
can be associated with reaching
closure of the death of a loved one.
The lighting in the lighter
backgrounds is soft, yet still allows
for shadows to fall on the creases
of the draped material, this reflects
how although memories may
appear joyful, rooted within them
are faults, hardship and sadness.

Watch Still Life

Within this watch still life series I have taken
multiple photos that have focused on the
composition of a singular item - my Uncle’s
watch. I have also used lighting to make the
watch appear more eye capturing and
mesmerising. This item is frozen in a singular
moment of time, it symbolises how reality
seems to freeze at one particular, heartwrenching moment - for our family this was
learning of John’s death. A moment like this
remains permanent and forever lasting. For
me, this moment can be represented on a
Saturday morning when I was around 10
where I learned that John’s death was not
accidental but actually self inflicted. In this
moment the world just seemed to stop.
Therefore, I have tried to recreate how the
atmosphere stands still within these photos. I
believe I have been successful in achieving
this - especially in these two particular photos.

In this series of photos I have taken images of a w ooden sculpture that my uncle had bought for my
aunt. He had said it w as meant to represent how they were both fighting against the w orld side by
side. I also feel like this object represents how they were trying to fight his depression that w as
brought on from his w ork. So to capture this solitude and upsetting atmosphere I used a black
background w hich contrasted with the lightness of the object. This w as done to demonstrate how
depression consumes every part of your life and your perspective becomes w arped into a very
negative one. I have also used a w hite background to represent John’s purity, as his depression
stemmed from his kind nature w here he put others before himself. I had used both cold and w arm
lighting to highlight the object, I felt that they w ere both effective. The coldness represents the
feelings of my uncle w hereas the w arm light show s how my aunt w as able to provide my uncle w ith
comfort and happiness. I also took one image using a blue light w hich was symbolic of sadness,
how ever I felt that the simplicity in the other lighting and composition presented a stronger message
and did not require colour to improve the purpose of the image. I felt that this photoshoot w as very
successful.

In this photoshoot I experimented w ith lighting.
This first part w as achieved by using a cylinder
shape to create a focused spot lighting. I felt that
this w as extremely effective in highlighting the
object as it draw s the attention on the lighted
area w hich can demonstrate how when you are
not menatlly w ell you feel like everyone is
w atching you at all times and there is no w ay to
escape. In a w ay it reminds me of a prison guard
w atchlight that is confining this object to remain
trapped in their thoughts. The w ay that the light
creates a dark blue in the highlighted area almost
represents this sadness and even resembles
deep w aters with the fabric creases. This can
make us reflect on how depression is something
that constantly drags you dow n into the darkness
much like the pow erful currents of the ocean. I
think the photos that have used less negative
space w orked very well as the rule of thirds have
been used more effectively.
For the next series of photos I have used a blue
background to incorporate more colour into the
photo in order to symbolise sadness. I think it
may have looked better w ith a darker blue to
create a less vibrant image. I have used natural
and artificial lighting to show how lighting can
manipulate and produce many different images.
In some of these images I have used coloured
film to create interesting shadow s textures which
ties back into this ocean symbolism as it the
shadow it casts on the composition looks like
w aves.

In this photoshoot I focused on
creating close up images that
used perspective and angles in
order to create interesting
photos. These techniques can
create many unique images
even from just one object. By
doing close up images I feel like
the viewer is able to see the
rawness of emotion that is
linked to the object and my
uncle. Moreover, the people are
holding onto each other tightly
to symbolise how my aunt did
not want to lose John and John
was struggling to hold on. By
understanding the context of the
image it creates a very
emotional setting that makes
me feel upset in remorsing the
loss of my uncle and his
struggles with mental health. In
another series of photos I have
taken more broader images that
also explore this idea. I also
used above lighting to create
the idea of holy light taking John
away to rest.

In this photoshoot I concentrated on composition by combining the objects I had previously
photographed. I used a low perspective as this created a more aesthetically pleasing image. I
also used the rule of thirds to position the elements of the photo. By opening the watch I was
able to create a leading line that draws the eye to the central elements of the photo. In addition
the use of a highly contrasting background allows the objects to stand out. This piece is
harmonious as all the objects create a story about my uncle, the faded image presentes the
idea that he has passed on and the motionless watch reinforces that his time has ran out. What
is more the sculpture reveals that he was struggling.

In this still life I have incorporated some of my uncle’s books to add more height into
the photos. I also complemented the lighting to suit the vintage style of the books by
using a warmer tone of artificial lighting. Moreover, I created soft shadows to add to the
feel of the photo. This gave more depth to the composition which made it a stronger
photoshoot because it is more eye catching to viewers. By using a more central
composition it made the numerous elements form harmoniously rather than creating a
chaotic and messy picture that gives little to lead the eye towards. These books were
part of John’s history collection, as a couple John and Deborah thoroughly enjoyed
history and going on adventures to places like Rome. I have demonstrated this passion
between them by including the hugging statue and playing on the vintage styling to the
photos. However, I have purposely placed the picture frame facing down to convey
how this is no longer taking place.

Christian Boltanski - Monument: The Children of Dijon
1986
In Boltanski’s photography he explores the themes of memory, individuality,
morality and the essence of humans. In this particular exhibition Boltanski
creates a shrine like installation using photos and warm lights. The warm
lighting creates a comforting and harmonious atmosphere that makes the
viewer feel that these individuals deaths’ have come to be accepted and their
remembrance is in good memory. The light also presents a spiritual
environment. I think I would like to use this in my composition by using candle
lights that can convert my objects into a shrine and remorial of John’s life.

In this photoshoot I have used Boltanski’s influence of lighting and
shrine imagery in my composition. The candle light was the main
source of lighting in this image and worked extremely well in the
heavily contrasting black background. The warm lighting created a
harmonious atmosphere that presents the idea of acceptance in
his death. The light has been used to symbolise the fight against
the overwhelming thoughts. In some of the images I have taken
burst shots whilst blowing on the candles. By doing this I was
able to capture motion which added life to the image. The purpose
of doing this was to infer that although John is dead he is still able
to live on in memory and affect our physical environment in the
way we view it. Another reason I have captured the dying light
was to show the end of John’s fight with his mental health and the
darkness is slowly consuming his mind and identity. Now that his
image has been taken by this darkness it’s difficult to remember
him for anything other than the sadness he died from.

These photos are extremely well
taken and use composition to
led the viewer's eye across the
length of the photo. I have
cropped the image into a
panorama to help create a
leading line.

Collage
In this series of photos I have decided to create a
collage from various images that include my uncle.
These photos are particularly important as they take
place at John and Debbie’s wedding as well as my
parents wedding. These pictures represent a sacred
bond between partners which helped John cope with
his battle. What is more it signified our bond as a
family that was soon to grow. In this collage I have
kept artificial lighting to create a display-like collage.
The purpose of keeping it simple is to allow the viewer
to discover and investigate who John is. The
composition was messy and sporadic to portray
John’s mental state and thoughts. Within the center I
have used a blurry image to signify that the true John
was difficult to understand and this thought taints the
memories left of him. Moreover, it’s hard to know his
emotions during this photos and what he is expressing
may not what he is actually feeling. This collage
reminds me of a detective board where they connect
evidence together in order to build a profile on an
individual, except in this sense we are trying to
understand the triggers in John’s depression and who
he really was. I have also incorporated some of his
items to experiment with the collage, it ties with the
idea of tying his experiences to build a picture of the
life he experienced, however I think this makes the
composition to heavy and so I much prefer the
simplistic collage with just the pictures.

Collage
Using the same style of collage and incorporating
items, I have transformed the photos using lighting.
Instead of using artificial lighting I have used
candlelight to create interesting shadows and
highlights. By doing this the viewers are drawn
towards the areas that are lighted which consist of
the blurry image of John and his time at his and my
parents’ wedding. Other images have been
cascaded by darkness which demonstrates where
small and minor memories become insignificant and
lost in the beholder of the depressed. By only being
able to value few memories it appears they have
little to appreciate or live for. By using this light I am
creating a story into how depression spins a web
around its victims which slowly paralyzes their
capabilities to be normal. As a result this poison
spreads and they are taken. This effect of loss of
memory also spreads to those that surround the
diseased as they begin to falter in reminiscing on
precious moments they have had with this individual.
In a sense I am conveying how this sacred light of
life is so important and must be cared for. The light
can be relight even after death through memory that
if we are not careful we will lose. I think I would like
to use more photos of John to centralise on the
theme of memory and loss as pictures allow us to
recover lost memories.

Collage - in these last photos I decided to do a few close ups where the face of John is just visible from the candle light. This has b een done to demonstrate
how it is easy to lose memory of a lost ones face. This dying light is struggling to hold up the memories of John as his belo ngings are being consumed by the
darkness.

Planet Earth is blue And there's nothing I can do

David Bowie
Importance to John

Uncle John was a huge fan of
David Bowie and had collected
all of his albums. This passion
was shared by my mother who
also loves David Bowie.
Together they went to see him
at a concert. My mother’s
interest in his music has
passed onto me and I am able
to listen to John’s albums as
aunt Deborah gifted his Bowie
music to my mum. I think his
songs can express the
emotions, thoughts and
feelings of my uncle even if
they lyrics have a different
connotation behind them. For
example, Major Tom is a
fictional character from some
of Bowie’s song that is a
representation of Bowie’s drug
addiction. The song Space
Oddity talks about the
repercussions of this abuse ,
yet to me these lyrics can be
reinterpreted in a depressive
context of someone battling
their emotions.

Ground Control to Major Tom
You're off your course
Direction's wrong

There is a happy land where only children live You've had
your chance and now the doors are closed sir
David Bowie - Inspiration to his songs
David Bowie was very adaptable in his music style but he’s musical
genius laid on the meaning behind his lyrics. A defining moment for
Bowie was witnessing his brother’s mental breakdown that ultimately led
to his suicide, this was later written in his song ‘Jump They Say’. He
continued on writing about dark themes and brought up his brother’s
institutionalisation in ‘All the Madmen’. Bowie’s dying legacy ‘Blackstar’
was produced whilst secretly battling cancer which became his last
parting gift to beloved fans. I think that Bowie’s personal experiences
resonate well with my own, as well as that my mother and uncle’s
passion for his music make him perfect to incorporate into my project. I
think I would like to gather lyrics that foreshadow my uncle’s suicide and
depression. I use the term foreshadowing in irony that my uncle would
have been listening to these cries of warning for many years before his
death.

In these set of photos I
have looked into how
memories can be
further retained
through recorded
utensils like tapes,
records and CDs.
These are props are
associated with David
Bowie, these forms are
what my uncle would
have used to listen to
his music. Therefore by
recording close ups of
these objects I am
further studying the life
of John. I liked the
composition that I
achieved in these
photos as the
highlights on the
records and CDs draw
the eye across the key
elements of the photos
which have been
placed within the rule
of thirds.

In this photoshoot I have used the
information page in David Bowie’s albums. I
decided to incorporate the pictures of Bowie
and the lyrics with the CD to imply the
importance of this CD. Bowie appears to be
pained by his thoughts and is almost
trapped away. It is as though he cannot face
reality and the outside world is too
unfamiliar and haunting. By placing the CD
next to his image I have presented the idea
that Bowie had transferred and recorded his
emotions into this object. These feelings
would have been relatable to John who
would have listened to Bowie’s pain
constantly. It could even be to John’s
demise that he came to understand the true
overwhelming power of his thoughts as he
analysed the lyrics of the song, as so
eventually he came to give up and so he
went to ‘sleep one day’. I have used a
shallow depth of field to portray how
venturing further seemed impossible as he
could not see the clear picture of the
possibilities that could have laid ahead.
Although I liked the outcome of this images I
believe it’s hard for the viewer to understand
the correlation between the music and John,
therefore I will be more direct in my
development by using images of John and
writing key lyrics to demonstrate my ideas
better.

Rebecca Louise Law
Law creates these beautiful hanging flower installations for
galleries which transforms the space into an indoor garden.
These flowers are suspended with copper wire. Law was
inspired to create these large installations from Rothko and
Anya Gallaccio. She has focused on natural imagery as a
theme because she wants to capture the essence of nature’s
magnitude that we have been blessed with. With her installation
she emirates the viewer by caccooning them within the colour.
This abstract and colourful piece allows the viewer to feel fresh
and revived within a pleasant atmosphere.
I have taken inspiration from Law as I would like to immerse the
viewer in a similar matter by hanging a collection of items to
form an installation piece. The atmosphere I will create however
will be more somber. In order to do this I will immerse the
viewer in a darker atmosphere to Law, as she has used light to
add warmth and comfort to her installation piece. I would
however, like to continue to use a form of light as I have
previously done with candles. This time I will use fairy lights as
they will create a soft glow in the dark lighting of the installation
that can bring a small form of comfort - which relates to how
reminiscing over old memories can bring us some joy through
the sadness. I would also like to use her method of preserving
flowers within my installation as well, but instead of having fresh
looking flowers I will manipulate mine to become dull and
withered to reflect the impact John’s death has had on my
conscience.

Experimentation with lights
In preparation for the
installation piece I have
experimented using fairy
lights to create lighting
within John’s picture. I
decided to use a blue
filter as I felt that this
created a nicer finish
and atmosphere. The
light creates a slight
comfort but the blue is
emotive in creating a
somber atmosphere. I
have placed different
bulbs to help frame
John’s face as well as to
draw the viewer's eye to
certain elements like his
smile. Although I was
very pleased with the
outcome I do not believe
this would be successful
to use in the installation
piece as the lights were
difficult to keep in place.

First take - without editing

Second take - with editing

Hanging Installation
For this hanging installation I have incorporated photos of John with preserved flowers and
LED lights. I also added quotes from David Bowie’s songs that I thought tied closely with
John’s story. To create this 3D piece I first made the cross structure to support the wooden
frames. This was secured with string and glue. Next I attached string to the photos which I
then tied to the frame. It was important to create different lengths so that the photos could
easily be seen rather than hidden amongst each other. The preserved flowers were sewn
onto string and hanged from the frame. For the lyrics I wanted to make a more interesting
background for the words to sit on, I decided on using torn out pages from books that were
glued together to make a ‘page’ for the lyrics to go on. To make the writing more
distinguishable I faded the book pages with white acrylic. This made the lyrics more defined
and easier to read. This was very effective as it added more shape to the installation, instead
of being straight there are jagged edges to break between the composition. This allows the
viewer to explore the piece easier by being drawn to the different shapes. The use of the book
was used to portray how the thoughts of suicide are endless and neverending, by
incoperating many different texts and fonts it demonstartes how the thoughts are sparadic
and not cohesive. To finish the installation I weaved in the LED lights into the frame and
allowed some to dangle so that all the hanging elements would be highlighted. The use of
light was in reference to how I have previously used light to portray life and passing on. The
light remains strong seeing as the memories (photos) provide a life source for the light to use
and emit from. The light creates a more comforting atmosphere as it contrasts with the
darkness, yet the lyrics allow some darkness to seep back in. This was to show that although
we can recall happy memories they have been tainted with the sadness of grief and loss, so
the memories have become corrupted. The flowers that remain in their state were used to
illustrate how these memories - whether sad, happy or manipulated - will be preserved
forever.
To continue I will take some close up photos of the installation.

These photos include
David Bowie’s lyrics that
I have chosen due to its
connection to John’s
story dealing with
depression, anxiety and
suicide. In the next slide
I will explain why I have
used these particular
lyrics.

My Interpretation of Bowie’s Lyrics
Here I have analysed Bowie’s lyrics that I have used in my installation to give thought and reason as to why I have included
them in my work.
‘There is a happy land where only children live you’ve had your chance and now the door is closed sir, Mr Grownup go away, sir’
This refers to the idea that children are ignorant to the horrors and pains of the world, adulthood shuts away the happiness. John had a difficult time
in work as he was picked on and overworked. He never seemed to be able to distance himself away from his nursing duties and therefore he could
not be happy.

They don’t walk, they just glide in and out of life they never die, they just go to sleep one day’
This refers to how those mentally unwell are not truly present in the world and fade in and out of reality, thoughts and pain. It also refers to how
memories can die and resurface, so the memories of John are always with us.

‘Don’t know why but I’m tired of my mind pain is over me, overloading’
An example of how our thoughts can get the best of us.

‘They say jump’
A reference to John and Bowie’s brothers last moments. It seems as if the world encourages their death where in reality it’s their corrupted thoughts.

‘I don’t know why but I’m tired of my life the clouds are in my eyes overtaking’
Another example of how we begin to lose sight of the future and how we begin to torment ourselves to our inevitable death.

‘Sons of the silent age pace their rooms like a cell's dimension’
This represents how suffers of depression feel hopeless and trapped. They are unable to escape their thoughts that are driving them over the edge.

‘I can’t stand another sound’
This refers to how our minds do not give us rest from the constant taunting and belittling of our mistakes and misfortunes.

In these photos I have
explored how the light
incorporates with
different elements of the
photos.

This particular photo is very effective in capturing the
meaning behind this installation piece. This picture
was taken on John and Deborah’s wedding day which
was a spontaneous and simplistic event as they
wanted to commemorate their love rather than the
romantical wedding planning. This installation
recreates this as the piece is not complex in creation,
but rather on the foundations. It is meant to explore
his life rather than to create an ideological and
standardised ‘shrine’. The lights were hung randomly
to convey how their wedding was not an intricately
planned occasion, instead the circumstances and
story wrote itself much like the direction the light has
taken. The composition of the lights helps to support
this idea as it settles brightly on my aunt’s chest to
signify that these memories will remain planted firmly
in her heart. The light continues upwards to
demonstrate the path that will lead on from this
moment. The fact that the light shines intently signifies
my idea on how the light can reflect memory and the
conservation of life as this memory is a particularly
special event, therefore the memory is stronger. I
have digitally enhanced the photo to make the blue
tones more apparent, this produces an atmosphere of
comfort but also sadness. This is because these
memories provide solitude in reminiscing on happier
times, but drives the dagger deeper in realizing that
the happiness cannot continue forwards and has
come to an abrupt halt. It is for this reason that this
close up is my favourite as it is able to portray all this
ideas in such a sparse layout.

Inflictment

Image Transfer - experimenting
To create this piece I have used the method of image
transferring. To do this I painted white acrylic paint on
paper, I then placed an image of John face down on the
paint. After it had dried I used water to wet the image and
began rubbing away the paper. This leaves an image of
John on the acrylic. I liked the finishing effect as it made
the photo of John appear faded and worn. This portrays
the idea that the memories of John are not clear, instead
they are clouded over from sadness and time. To create
an interesting background I stuck book pages onto the
paper to illustrate how memories create a story, but this
one has been ripped apart due to his tragic passing. To
add context for the viewer I have added text that all
associate with how I reacted to John’s deaths as well as
rememberable moments that took place before and after.
I added some white to the text to make the piece more
aesthetically pleasing. Some of the events include when I
found out how John really died, as well as the funeral
party held at my local pub. In the bottom centre I have
attached an old, worn train ticket that portrays how John
died - jumping in front of a train at Stratford. I would like
to continue making pieces that explore the effects of
John’s death on me and my family.
To improve it I think I would stain it with tea to make the
pages work more cohesively with the image of John, this
can also create the idea that memories of John have
aged.

In these transfers I have tried to improve
the outcome by making John’s face more
blurred so as to give the effect of loss and
forgotten memory. I will use these to
create meaningful and expressive pieces.

Here I have developed my style towards
scrapbooking. I think this is an effective
way of conveying my ideas in a form that
is more understandable to viewers. I am
continuing to use lyrics from various
artists that my uncle would have listened
to during his lifetime as these help to
show his thoughts and feelings. I have
also included a phrase in the bottom right
that my Uncle would often reply back to
my aunt with when she would ask what
he would want for dinner. This makes this
piece more personal and also allows the
viewer to understand John’s personality
better as a sweet and romantic husband.
The images I have used have been
distorted transfers which relates to how
my memories of John are vague and
unclear. I have started to add more depth
to my work using different materials
which helps lead the viewers eyes to key
elements of the piece. Like in my still life
pictures, I have included a preserved
flower to symbolise how memories age
but remain intact at the same time. To
develop my work, I would like to give the
piece more character by finding
inspiration through artists research.

With this pictures
I have attempted
to make them
look more worn
and aged by
walking around
with the photos
on the bottom of
my shoes. This
was done at my
aunt’s house as
this was the
same ground
John would have
worn down with
his own feet.
With this photos
I can make more
desirable
scrapbooking in
the rustic style.

Amy Parish - Check the Mail for her Letter
This series of photos was inspired the loss of Parish’s grandmother who had passed away
from dementia. In the photos she has explored the life of her grandmother through photos,
she had edited the photos using wax and gouache to scratch out faces or draw attention
to certain body language. The removal of pieces of the images portray how the memories
become forgotten. In another way I feel the pain of Parish through her work where the
photos seem isolated and dampening, this is because the context of her grief and loss
transforms these photos into a depressing atmosphere. I would like to recreate this
documental photography in my own project using John’s photos and demonstrating the
impact his illness and death caused me through researching my past life. I think I would
like to create an installation from this investigation.

In these images I have used image transfers to sew into using Anzeri’s work as inspiration. The first piece I stitched into o n the left was not what I had
envisioned, but it resembled an ammonite which symbolises John’s passion for history. It also reminds me of when we had gone to visit a dinosaur museum
where there were many fossils. In the second attempt on the right was more successful in creating Anzeri’s geometric patterns , the only problem was that
John’s photo was not contrasted as well so it was more difficult to see his face. Therefore I think I need to leave central e lements of the face on show so that
the image is more viewable rather than it being covered behind string. Despite this I really liked how these pieces turned ou t as it draws the viewer towards
John’s key features of his face. The piece on the right also resembles a spiral which relates to how John’s thoughts became o verwhelming and out of
control.

In this embroidered piece I have improved my technique to make a
more pleasing and geometric shape from the thread. This does not
have a complete outline as I wanted the lines framing my face to
represent sun rays, this is in relation to the nickname I was given
called ‘Ray Ray’, I have written this for the viewer’s understanding by
my face. I have also extended this close relationship to the nickname
I would give my uncle as ‘Unky John’. To develop this technique I
would like to use more complementary shapes within the thread
work.

In this piece I have refined my techniques in order to give a better
finish. I have allowed an area of space to highlight my aunt and
uncle. Me and my brother have had our eyes scratched out to signify
that we have no memory of this event. Therefore, it is up to my aunt
to retell the story and the feelings that John shared with us. To
convey this I have overlapped lines of string between Deborah and
John to illustrate their connected thoughts and memories. I have
added more geometric patterns outside this center to make a more
interesting piece that creates more leading lines towards John and
Deborah. I also made borders to make these leading lines more
distinguishable. I really liked the outcome of this piece as it is able to
convey more and has used Anzeri’s technique more effectively.
To continue I would like to explore on how to distort John’s face to
convey the idea of how his memory is hazy and distorted. Without
photos it is difficult to remember facial features of a lost loved one.

This next embroidered
piece I have tried to
incorporate text to
allow the viewer to
have more
understanding behind
my thoughts. The string
has been constructed
to form a web like
structure that encircles
me. This is to
demonstrate how our
interactions have been
implanted into my
subconscious. I have
used Parish’s
destructive editing of
photos to scratch out
the eyes of me and my
brother, this was to
convey how we have
no way to recollect
these forgotten
memories. I would like
to continue

Lisa Kokin

These photos have been sewn together to create an installation collage piece. These particular photos are from Kokin’s Forget Me
Not series that explore feminism. They show how women’s experiences, knowledge and beliefs are passed down to know
generations and new people. These contacts are shown through the thread that draws new pathways between the people in the
piece, showing how people’s stories spread quickly. I would like to use this analogy within my own work an return to using la rger
installation pieces to create more visualising and intriguing pieces.

In these pieces I have incorporated the embroidery work with newspaper clippings and dried flowers. This was inspired by Koki n’s work where they have
created links to her work through leading lines. I have made more explicit connections by using words that are meant to relat e to John’s emotions in his
mental health battle. I used dried flowers to represent how the memories of John remain bittersweet. In one hand they remain preserved and forever lasting,
yet they have also rotted as a result of the context of his death. The decomposition slowly distorts and erodes away the happiness of memories and slowly
corrupts them into sad ones. To progress this work I would like to make my work convey my thoughts and feeling to John’s deat h in a more communicative
and eye catching way.

This embroidered piece has
experimented with a collage like style
within the embroidered photos. I have
used the collage style to convey the
message of the impact John’s death has
had on me. In the bottom right corner I
have cut out an image of me and my
brother interacting with one of these
messages, this was to create a strong
emotive connection to the viewer as the
sight of children surrounded by loss and
confusion is extremely heart wrenching.
I have also used newspaper clippings to
convey emotions that I have felt as well
as how I believe John was thinking. An
example of this is the clipping ‘split’, this
is in reference to how John’s mind was
split between thoughts of suicide and
thoughts of family and love. In my
circumstance, I am often split upon if we
were good enough for him and if we
could have prevented his death. At the
top I have attached a pin from a birthday
card from my aunt, this was my first
birthday without John. This brings in the
idea of ‘collections’ of memories of
John. The photo in the middle had
become too blurred and I think this
draws back the impact of this piece as it
is not very visible. In the centre there is
a rubbed out image of John, in the
bottom of the photo is me being cradled
by my uncle.

Seung-Hwan Oh - Impermanence
In Oh’s edited photos he has used
bacteria to erode the photograph into
these abstract and randomised imprints.
His work is a testament to the work of
decay and that all life matter has its
physical limits. His inspiration behind his
work is the second law of
thermodynamics which is the idea that
all life forms collapse into the spatialtemporal dimension - where we belong.
The outcome of this experimental
method is extremely beautiful and even
hypnotic. The process can represent the
tension between what has been lost and
what still remains visible.
I would like to recreate the effect that
Oh has developed. To manipulate
photos of John in such a way
demonstrates the chaotic destruction of
memories and how they are easily
corroded away into merely blurs. In
order to recreate his style I will attempt
to use bleach with photos, the chemical
reaction between the ink and bleach
should hopefully give the same effect.

In this photograph I have created an interesting and unique outcome using bleach in an attempt to recreate Seung-Hw an Oh’s eroded w ork. This w as done using a duplicate photo and
reacting the inks w ith the bleach to leave this fire-like impression. I think this is a really interesting technique and finish, but to make it more distinguishable I w ould make the bleach more
diluted so the reaction is more controlled, this w ay I can still have a large proportion if the photo still intact. I have repeated this process again w ith this photo. This time I have tried to
manipulate the path of the bleach as w ell as the pow er of it - in some parts I have used more diluted bleach than in other areas. This process has been captured in a stop motion that can be
view ed using this link - https://photos.app.goo.gl/nju5M3jMtCWCYcgx9

Here I have completed more experimental pieces using bleach. On the left I have continued to manipulate the motion of the
bleach. On the right I have used tissue to leave imprints on the photos. This made it appear as though there was a barrier in
retrieving the memory. I will now use these photos to create embroidered pieces with.

Entangled Memories
Hanging Installation

This hanging installation has been created
using wires as a main framework. In the
middle of the structure there are neurons that
represent the neurons in the brain that
communicate messages and memories.
Emerging from these neurons are the wire
connections that relay information. Attached
from the wires are memories of John, this
included the bleached photos and items from
my childhood. The child’s shoe has a double
representation, in the first circumstance this
shoe relates to John being a part of my
childhood up to the age of 5. In the other
circumstance, it portrays Deborah and John’s
inability to have children even through IVF
treatment. This circumstance has often been
debated to be a factor that may have saved
John, as children are often a guiding light. To
make the piece more eye catching, I have
used yellow and blue strings that flow
between the wire structure. This helps to
create more visible leading lines within the
piece. Lastly, I have casted a web on the
piece using a hot glue gun. This piece
created a very intriguing and beautiful
shadow against the wall. Overall, I think that
this piece was extremely successful and I
would like to develop this installation style
into a final piece for the project Still Life and
Collections.

Chiharu Shiota - Counting Memories
Shiota is another installation artist that
uses yarn and thread to create a huge web
that encapsulates the entire ceiling. Stuck
within the web are numbers that represents
the knowledge and arithmetic calculation
that flourishes from the minds of those
sitting from the desks - which is where
these yarn threads emerge from. She
creates many similar works using black,
white or red threads that entangle
numerous items and objects. Her
installations are extremely effective in
immersing the viewers which can walk
among her creations.

Inspiration
I would like to incorporate Shiota’s skills
and techniques within my own work, where
I will have memories of John’s trapped
within wire webs. I will continue to use the
same style as I have before - crating
neuron like structures. However, like
Shiota has done, I will have these webs
protruding from an object of significance to
the project.

Corrupted
Memory
Final Piece

For this final piece I have used an
old, worn and aged lounge chair
that the wires can emerge and
grow on. My inspiration was to
make the wires appear parasitic they are taking over this object.
This lounge chair is from my
recently departed Nanna, so using
this object represents the lifetime
of an individual. A lounge chair is
a place where one can relax and
create distance from reality. This
chair had been casted away some
time ago to the garage as the time
for resting became limited and
confined to the areas of the house
rather than the garden. I feel this
object relates heavily to the
situation that my uncle faced as
his work kept him preoccupied, it
made him anxious and stressed
and had little time to recuperate
with himself and his loved ones.
Therefore, by having the tainted
memories growing from this
neglected object it demonstrates
how mental health can easily
manipulate the appearance and
usage of a once beloved pass
time.

In order to create this installation piece I used the same techniques from my previous installation. However, I made it
appear more like a web as the items were incorporated closer to the wire rather than hanging from the structure. I had
recycled the previous structure to reuse in this piece. I had also made multiple new ‘hives’ that the neurons could
connect to. The wire were given more character through making the connections more random and twisted, this also
gave the illusion of it being an organism expanding further into the room to capture new memories within its archive.

To give more contextual information I have also incorporated texts from new spaper articles, my w ritten reflections and from David Bow ie’s lyrics. This helps to portray John’s story that has been
explored throughout this project as w ell bringing in how it has affected me as w ell. The new spaper clippings help to portray my emotions and reactions to John’s death. ‘Fake’ represents how I
could not understand his death as I w as too young, so it did not appear real. My w ritten reflections expand on these emotions , for example I have asked ‘w here did you go?’. This has also been a
long-term factor for me, as I don’t understand the life that could be beyond death - many times I am fearful as I don’t w ant him to suffer. To portray this I have used a dark background and darker
lighting to convey an empty abyss that makes the view er feel lost and anxious. To make use of this low lighting, I have used a torch, that has been adapted to appear like a spotlight, to highlights
specific parts of the installation. My aim behind this w as to demonstrate how mental illness narrows your thoughts, so you ar e only able to access minimal things, you cannot function properly, and
you remain stuck in an endless loophole of negative thinking w ith little access to positivity or hope.

These negativ e thoughts seem to be constant and
nev er ending, that is why I hav e giv en the blue
neurons a large amount of wire connections. These
wires aren’t connected to the happy memories, instead
the photos stay stuck in the web as they hav e been
cascaded aside. Instead only the negativ ity can remain
along with the tainted memories - these manipulated
memories are the bleach experimental photos.
The use of the y ellow, blue and red string was to help
make the piece more harmonious by creating leading
lines towards the key f eatures of the structure. These
colours are able to contrast against each other, so
they are not lost within the piece or against each other.
These are key in guiding the v iewer through this
chaotic installation.
Ov erall, I f ell this f inal piece is able to conv ey the main
theme of loss, grief and mental health. It has
concluded the project of still lif e and collections by
using a collection of items relating or belonging to John
Wickens. I hav e also collected items that relate to how
John has missed out on much of my childhood, the
little memories I do hav e are hazy and tainted with the
sadness of his lack of presence and his mental health
decline. My project demonstrates that the ef f ects of
mental health do not stop with the v ictim but spreads
like a disease to their lov ed ones. The project has
f ocused largely on creating shrine like still lif es and
structures, I hav e also f ocused on using lighting to
portray these shrines. I hav e maintained the use of
largely darker lighting due to the morbid and
depressiv e nature of this project. This f inal project is
able to capture the entirety of the project whilst being
able to portray an indiv idual, personal, f inal conclusion
to the project. The use of artist research has taught me
techniques within composition, lighting, wire
sculptures, embroidery and creating emotiv e
connections to the v iewer through my work. Theref ore,
I believ e this f inal piece is v ery successful as it can be
understood by the v iewer by the v arious insightf ul
elements and is able to capture attention with its
aesthetics.

